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Overview
Our research has focused on NEO response, utilizing specifically designed optical pulses to
produced ablation events on the surface of a NEO. For this case study we derive a structure to keep
the primary response craft situated in front of the NEO intended acceleration, to provide an outlet for
ablation material and the capability of multiple laser support inherent in the structure.

Key Findings
We have concluded that three orbital planes will allow for both
minimal satellites and minimal field of view angles. Given the relatively
large apertures and minimized turning angle the resulting coma and
astigmatism will be limited allowing for correction. Using “R” to
represent the orbital radius, “r” to represent the NEO radius, “θ” to
represent the field of view angle required of the lasers on the
management spacecraft, ”D” to represent the distance from the center
of the threatening body to the management spacecraft, and “L” to
represent the distance from the satellite to the laser to surface tangent
point on the NEO spear approximation, we find formulas
characterizing a system for NEO.
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Explanation
Though no group or agency has ever received the funding to
move a NEO, an effective and controlled plan for doing so provides
a solid support to future space activities.

Impact
Plans to keep our planet safe from threats is one important aspect of optical infrastructures.
Humanity has found many asteroids in similar paths to earth. Having a working optical
infrastructure allows a planet to send an intercepting system. Such an intercepting system would
optically propel the NEO off course using the matter from the NEO itself in controllable events of
ablation.
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